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PreQ1 riboswitches help regulate the biosynthesis and transport of preQ1 (7-aminomethyl-7-deazaguanine), a
precursor of the hypermodified guanine nucleotide queuosine (Q), in a number of Firmicutes, Proteobacteria,
and Fusobacteria. Queuosine is almost universally found at the wobble position of the anticodon in asparaginyl,
tyrosyl, histidyl and aspartyl tRNAs, where it contributes to translational fidelity. Two classes of preQ1

riboswitches have been identified (preQ1-I and preQ1-II), and structures of examples from both classes have
been determined. Both classes form H-type pseudoknots upon preQ1 binding, each of which has distinct unusual
features andmodes of preQ1 recognition. These features include an unusually long loop 2 in preQ1-I pseudoknots
and an embedded hairpin in loop 3 in preQ1-II pseudoknots. PreQ1-I riboswitches are also notable for their un-
usually small aptamer domain, which has been extensively investigated by NMR, X-ray crystallography, FRET,
and other biophysical methods. Here we review the discovery, structural biology, ligand specificity, cation inter-
actions, folding, dynamics, and applications to biotechnology of preQ1 riboswitches. This article is part of a Special
Issue entitled: Riboswitches.

© 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The prequeuosine 1 (preQ1) riboswitch is a member of a large
sub-set of riboswitches that are involved in the regulation of purine syn-
thesis and transport [1,2]. These include riboswitches whose aptamer
domain recognizes the base adenine or guanine, the nucleoside 2′-
deoxyguanosine, the second messenger cyclic-di-GMP, and the modi-
fied guanine preQ1, as well as the purine moiety of the co-factors S-
adenosylmethionine, S-adenosylhomocysteine, and adenosylcobalamin
[1,2]. PreQ1 riboswitches help regulate the biosynthesis and trans-
port of preQ1 (7-aminomethyl-7-deazaguanine), a precursor of the
hypermodified guanine nucleotide queuosine (Q). Q is almost univer-
sally found in prokaryotes and eukaryotes (but not archaea, which uti-
lize the Q homolog archaeosine [3]) in asparaginyl, tyrosyl, histidyl and
aspartyl tRNAs at the anticodon wobble position [4–7] (Fig. 1A).

Modified nucleotides are found in all classes of RNA molecules and
are essential for normal cellular function [8]. tRNAs are the most highly
modified RNAs, containing on average 13 modified nucleotides per
tRNA from over 100 unique RNAmodifications [9]. These modifications
contribute to tRNA stability [10], prevent ribosomal frameshifting [11],
increase translation efficiency and fidelity [12], and improve antico-
don–codon recognition [13]. Nearly all tRNAs contain a modification
ches.
nd Biochemistry, University of
at the wobble position of the anticodon [14]. These modifications,
including Q, are believed to influence the stability of the anticodon–
codon interaction and promote translation accuracy. Q has been impli-
cated to play a role in eukaryotic cellular development and proliferation
[15–21], relieving hypoxic stress [22], neoplastic transformation [18,
23–27], tyrosine biosynthesis [28], translation frameshifting required
in retroviral protein synthesis [29], and virulence of pathogenic bacteria
such as Shigella flexneri [30–33] (reviewed in [8,34]).

Prokaryotes synthesize preQ1 de novo from GTP in a multienzyme
pathway (Fig. 1B) (reviewed in [35]). First, preQ0 is synthesized in a
series of reactions successively involving GTP cyclohydrolase (GCH1),
6-carboxy-5,6,7,8-tetrahydropterin synthase (QueD), 7-carboxy-7-
deazaguanine (CDG) synthase (QueE), and preQ0 synthase (QueC),
which replaces the guanine N7with an acetonitrile group, in a pathway
that was recently elucidated [35]. PreQ0 is converted to preQ1 by the
preQ0 reductase (QueF), which reduces the nitrile group to an exocyclic
aminomethyl substituent. The free base preQ1 is thendirectly attached to
the wobble position of the anticodon of cognate tRNAs by tRNA:guanine
transglycosylase (TGT), which catalyzes the posttranscriptional
exchange of guanine with preQ1. The exocyclic amine at the 7 position
is then modified by S-adenosylmethionine:tRNA ribosyltransferase-
isomerase (QueA) to epoxyqueuosine-tRNA, and finally epoxyqueuosine
(oQ) is converted to Q by oQ reductase (QueG). The cyclopentadiol sub-
stituent of Q is sometimes further modified in certain organisms with a
glutamate, mannose, or galactosyl group [36,37]. Because eukaryotes
do not synthesize queuosine precursors de novo but rather scavenge Q
from their diet or intestinal flora as the free base, queuine, preQ1
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Fig. 1. Structure and synthesis of queuosine in bacteria. (A) Structure of aspartyl tRNA with queuosine at the wobble position of the anticodon highlighted in magenta. (B) Pathway for
synthesis of queuosine, highlighting the structures of preQ0 and preQ1.
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Two classes of preQ1 riboswitches have been identified (preQ1-I and
preQ1-II) with distinct aptamer secondary and tertiary structures. The
preQ1-I riboswitches have the smallest known aptamer domain discov-
ered to date, which has facilitated numerous biophysical and computa-
tional modeling studies on structure and folding. The larger preQ1-II
riboswitch aptamer provides an interesting example of convergent evo-
lution, utilizing a distinct mode of ligand recognition from the preQ1-I
riboswitch. Here we review X-ray crystal and NMR solution structures
of preQ1-I and preQ1-II riboswitches and what has been learned from
structural and biophysical studies about preQ1 riboswitch folding, dy-
namics, cation interactions, specificity of ligand binding, and potential
applications to biotechnology.

2. Identification of preQ1 riboswitches and sequence conservation

PreQ1-I riboswitches were first identified in a bioinformatics survey
of noncodingDNA regions across 91microbial genomes, andwere com-
monly found in the 5′UTR of the ykvJKLM operon encodingQueC, QueD,
QueE, and QueF [38,39]. The unusually small size of the aptamer (later
determined to beminimally 34 nucleotides (nt)) [39] posed a challenge
in the initial survey, and the preQ1-I motif was only observed in a few
species in the orders Bacialles and Clostridia; upon revision of the initial
search algorithm preQ1 riboswitches were identified across the phyla
Firmicutes, Proteobacteria, and Fusobacteria [39]. PreQ1-I riboswitches
were initially sorted into two types, types 1 and 2. These two types
are highly similar and differ mainly in the conserved apical loop
sequence [39]. However, the solved preQ1-bound structures of types 1
and 2 are nearly identical, and some riboswitches share type 1 and
type 2 features. These types are combined in the Rfam database and
fall under the generic preQ1-I class; to date, nearly 900 sequences across
647 species have been identified for preQ1-I riboswitches [40]. Phyloge-
netic analysis showed that the preQ1-I riboswitches have a conserved
secondary structure of a hairpin (P1) followed by an A-rich sequence
(Fig. 2A). The P1 hairpin is often preceded by a P0 hairpin (Fig. 2C),
which is not required for ligand binding and has only a small effect on
Kd (~2-fold) [39].

A second class of preQ1 riboswitches (preQ1-II) with a different con-
served sequence, secondary structure, and apparently different mode of
recognitionwas found associatedwith the COG4708 gene family, which
is a family ofmembrane proteins predicted to be involved in Q transport
[41,42]. This motif appears to be much more limited across phylogeny
and has only been identified in the families Streptococcaceae and
Lactobacillaceaewithin the order Lactobacillales; to date, 429 sequences
across 423 species have been identified for preQ1-II riboswitches in the
Rfam database [40]. PreQ1-II riboswitches have a conserved secondary
structure of three hairpins (P1, P2, and P4) and a potential pseudoknot
hairpin (P3) (Fig. 2B). Similar to the P0 hairpin in thepreQ1-I riboswitch,
the P1 stem is dispensable for preQ1 binding in vitro [42–44]. While
preQ1-I riboswitches have been identified that regulate transcription
or translation (Fig. 2C, D), preQ1-II riboswitches identified to date are
only involved in translation regulation (Fig. 2D).

3. The preQ1-I riboswitch

3.1. PreQ1-I aptamer structures

Structures of ligand-bound preQ1-I riboswitch aptamers were
reported from three laboratories at about the same time: the X-ray
crystal and NMR solution structures of a transcription-regulating
Bacillus subtilis (Bsu) riboswitch (type 2) bound to preQ1 [45,46] and
the X-ray crystal structure of a translation-regulating Thermoanaerobacter
tengcongensis (Tte) riboswitch (type 1) bound to preQ0 [47] (Table 1). A
crystal structure of the Tte riboswitch bound to preQ1 was later reported
[48], and below we first compare the preQ1-bound riboswitch structures
(Fig. 3). All of these structures were determined from minimal aptamer
sequences, identified by in-line probing and deletions of the Bsu
riboswitch [39], which did not include the putative P0 helix. The struc-
tures revealed that in the presence of preQ1 the 3′ end of the A-rich tail
of the preQ1-I aptamer base pairs with the center of the P1 hairpin loop
to form anH-type pseudoknot with two stems (stem 1 and stem 2) and
three loops (loop 1, 2, and 3), and together provided detailed insight
into the determinants of ligand recognition (Fig. 3). Evidence for
pseudoknot formation in the presence of preQ1 was also shown for a
Fusobacterium nucleatum (Fnu) preQ1-I riboswitch (type 2) by imino
proton NMR studies of site-specifically 15N-labeled RNA [49].

Two crystal structures of the Bsu riboswitch aptamer were deter-
mined, one of the wild-type (WT) sequence (Bsu WT) (Fig. 3C–D) and
the other of a loop 2 sequence variant (Bsu L2var), where the central
four of the six loop 2 nts are substituted, which diffracted to higher res-
olution (Table 1). The NMR structure has two nt substitutions in loop 2,
C12U and C15U (Bsu C12,15U), and has two additional Gs at the 5′ end
that precede the P1 stem in the WT sequence (Fig. 3A–B). Only the last
residue of loop 2 (C17) is highly conserved and these differences have
little effect on the structures, but they do impact folding and apparent
ligand affinity, as discussed in Section 3.5. The crystal and solution struc-
tures of the Bsu riboswitch are nearly identical (Fig. 3A–D), with small



Fig. 2. Predicted secondary structure, sequence conservation, and gene regulatorymecha-
nism of preQ1 riboswitches. (A,B) Sequence conservation of riboswitch aptamer domains
of preQ1-I (A) and preQ1-II (B). Sequence conservation is from 894 sequences from 647
species for preQ1-I and 429 sequences from 423 species for preQ1-II from the Rfam data-
base (1/31/2014) http://rfam.sanger.ac.uk/. (C,D) Schematic of gene regulation by
preQ1-I riboswitches for (C) transcription or (D) translation. The antiterminator in (C)
and mechanism for regulation were revealed from structural studies [45,46].
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but significant differences in the positions of residues in the upper part
of the pseudoknot, discussed below. The structure of the Tte riboswitch
(Tte WT) is also highly similar to the Bsu riboswitch structures with a
nearly identical bindingpocket despite sequence differences, particular-
ly in the residues above the binding pocket (Fig. 3E, F).

In the solved pseudoknot structures, stem 1 is 5 bp, stem 2 is 3–4 bp,
loop 1 is 2–3 nt, loop 2 is 4–6 nt, and loop 3 is 8–9 nt. Stems 1 and 2 form
a continuous stack with preQ1 inserted at the junction between them,
where it forms a Watson–Crick (WC) base pair (bp) with the last base
of loop 2 (C17 in Bsu, C15 in Tte) (Fig. 3A, C, E). As is usual for H-type
pseudoknots loop 1 lies along the major groove and loop 3 lies along
the minor groove, and loop 3 has extensive interactions with the
bases in stem 1 (Fig. 3A–F). Loop 2 connects stem 1 and stem 2, and is
absent or short (0–2 nt) in most H-type pseudoknots. The unusually
long loop 2 in the preQ1-I riboswitch aptamer, which is largely looped
out near the minor groove, likely explains why this pseudoknot fold
was not predicted and is important for how the riboswitch functions
in gene regulation, as discussed in Section 3.5. Another important fea-
ture is the short stem 2, which in the Bsu riboswitch has only 3 WC bp
possibly capped by a C–A bp and in the Tte riboswitch has two WC
and two non-WC bps (Fig. 3A–F). Thus, stem 2 would be intrinsically
unstable in the absence of tertiary interactions from loops 1 and 2.

The first 8–9 residues of the A-rich tail that follows the P1 hairpin
form loop 3, while the 3′ end of the tail pairs with the center of the P1
hairpin loop to form P2, with the residues on the 5′ and 3′ sides of
that hairpin loop comprising loop 1 and loop 2, respectively (Fig. 2A).
Loop 3 is highly conserved and A-rich (7 of 8 nts in Bsu, 6 of 9 nts in
Tte) and interacts along the length of the minor groove of the 5 bp
stem 1, notably through many adenine NH2 interactions with the
sugar edge (N3 of A, O2 of C or U, 2′OH) of bases in stem 1 (A amino-
kissing motif) (Fig. 3A, C, E, I). Loop 2 is 6 nts in the Bsu riboswitch
and 4 nts in the Tte riboswitch. The only highly conserved residue in
this loop, the last residue C17 (C15 in Tte), forms a WC bp with preQ1.
The two adenine residues in loop 2 interact in the minor groove of
stem 2, forming a continuous stack with C17: A14 (A13 in Tte) has an
A-minor interaction with U32 2′OH (U31 in Tte); A16 (A14 in Tte)
forms an A–G–C triple, trans WC-sugar edge (Fig. 3G). In the solution
structure of Bsu (C12,15U) the bases of the remaining three loop 2 nts
(12, 13, 15) are flipped out. In the crystal structure of Bsu WT, C12,
U13, and the base of C15 are crystallographically disordered while for
Bsu L2var all of loop 2 are crystallographically disordered except for
C17. Thus, loop 2 is partially dynamic, as discussed in Section 3.5. The
shorter Tte loop lacks two of the pyrimidine residues but has a similar
3 nt stack with the remaining nt (U12) flipped out [47].

Loop 1 is short (2–3 residues), runs from the top of P1 to the top of
P2, and forms a tight turn in the major groove of P2. The first residue,
U6, interactswith preQ1 and loop3 residueA29 (A28 in Tte). In the crys-
tal structures of the Bsu riboswitches, U7 hydrogen bonds to the
Hoogsteen edge of A30 (the last residue of loop 3) and C8 pairs with
A34 at the top of P2. In the solution structure of the Bsu C12,15U
riboswitch, the positions of U7 and C8 are dynamic, the backbone turn
is less sharp, and C8 is not within base pairing distance of A34. An
NMR study in which the Bsu solution and crystal structures were
rigorously compared using experimental and calculated residual dipolar
couplings (RDCs), which provide information on the orientation of
each bond vector, confirmed that these differences are largely due to
Ca2+-induced structural changes [50], as discussed in Sections 3.4 and
3.5. As this is the only example where the structure of the same
riboswitch has been determined both by NMR and crystallography, it
is worth noting that the RDC analysis also confirmed that the bottom
half of the riboswitches, including P1 and loop 3, are virtually identical
in solution and in the crystal. In the Tte riboswitch, the corresponding
loop 1 residues C7 and G8 interact with the bottom half of stem 2
(Fig. 3E, F).

3.1.1. The preQ1 binding pocket
The preQ1 binding pocket can be described as three layers (Fig. 3G–I),

the preQ1 ‘binding core’ where preQ1 hydrogen bonds to one residue
from each of the three loops to form a preQ1–C–A–U base quartet
(Fig. 3H), the ‘floor’ of the binding pocket where the C–G bp at the top
of stem 1 forms an A–C–G–A base quartet with two successive As from
loop 3 (Fig. 3I), and the ‘ceiling’ where the G–C bp at the bottom of
stem 2 forms an A–G–C triple (A–G–C–C quartet in Tte) above the bind-
ing core (Fig. 3G). In the binding core, specificity for preQ1 is achieved by
hydrogen bonds to all of the proton donors and acceptors of the preQ1

ring. The last C in loop 2 (C17 in Bsu, C15 in Tte) interacts via a standard
WC bp, the last A in loop 3 (A30 in Bsu, A29 in Tte) and first U in loop 1
(U6) hydrogen bond to the sugar edge of preQ1 (Fig. 3H). In the Bsu
riboswitch structures, the exocyclic amine group of preQ1 points out of

image of Fig.�2
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Table 1
Structures of preQ1 riboswitches.

Class Organism Method PDB Ions in structures (cations in buffer) Ligand Name (# nts) Ref

I Bsu X-ray 3FU2 Ca2+ (Mg2+) PreQ1 Bsu WT (34) [46]
I Bsu X-ray 3K1V Ca2+ (Mg2+) PreQ1 Bsu L2var L2:A13C14A15U16a (34) [46]
I Bsu NMR 2L1V (K+) PreQ1 Bsu C12,15U (36, with 5′ GG) [45,50]
I Tte X-ray 3Q50 SO4

2− (Mg2+) PreQ1 Tte WT (33) [48]
I Tte X-ray 3GCA SO4

2− (Mg2+) PreQ0 Tte WT (33) [47]
I Tte X-ray 3Q51 SO4

2−, Mg2+ None Tte WT (33) [48]
II Lra X-ray 4JF2 Mg2+, Cs+ PreQ1 Lra WT′b (77, with 5′P1) [43]
II Spn NMR 2MIY (Ca2+, K+) PreQ1 Spn WT (58) [44]

a L2var changes are A13C14A15U16.
b P4 loop changed from AAA to UUCG.
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the major groove and down to the G–C bp below, at the ‘floor’, and has
van der Waals contacts with guanine N7 and O6 (Fig. 3B, D; see also
Fig. 7) [45,51]. In the crystal structure of Tte WT the exocyclic amine is
sterically occluded from interacting with G5 by a bound SO4

2− and is in
the plane of the preQ1 ring (Fig. 3F). However, substitution of G5 for
diaminopurine, which replaces the keto group at position 6 with an
amine, decreased the binding affinity more than 450-fold for preQ1 and
46-fold for preQo, indicating that the interaction between the methyl
amine of preQ1 and the O6 of G5 is also important for binding affinity
in the Tte riboswitch despite the absence of interaction in the crystal
structure [48].

In addition to the interaction of the preQ1 methylamine to G5 in the
‘floor’ of the binding pocket, the base quartet and base triple below and
above the binding core stabilize preQ1 in the binding pocket by stacking
interactions and also sterically occlude it from exiting except from the
major groove side. The loop 2 adenine (A16 in Bsu, A14 in Tte) in
the ‘ceiling’ A–G–C triple stacks on the loop 2 C that pairs with preQ1
Fig. 3. Structures of preQ1-I riboswitch aptamers. (A–B) Solution NMR structure of Bsu (C12,15U
crystal structure of Tte WT (PDB ID: 3Q50). (A,C,E) Schematics of secondary structures with
(B, D, F) Three-dimensional structures. Nucleotides C12 and U13 (shown as a dotted line) an
BsuWT crystal structure (D).Mg2+ and SO4

2− are depicted as green, and yellow and red spheres
(from Bsu WT) showing (G) ‘ceiling’: loop 1–stem 2 A–G–C triple (A–G–C–C quartet for Tte, th
quartet, and (I) ‘floor’: loop 3–stem 1–loop 3 A–C–G–A quartet. The corresponding residue num
P1 (red), P2 (dark blue), L1 (orange), L2 (gold), L3 (green), and preQ1 (magenta). For the preQ1

carbon follows themain color scheme. For ease of comparison, structures are numbered startin
the NMR structure of Bsu aptamer in references [45,50].
(C17 in Bsu, C15 in Tte). However, an A at this position is only 30% con-
served, and is instead a U in 70% of the sequences (Fig. 2A). A U–G–C tri-
ple would be nearly isosteric with the A–G–C triple (Fig. 3G), and could
in fact be more stable by adding an additional hydrogen bond between
the 2′OH of G and O4 of U.

3.2. Mechanism of transcriptional and translational regulation

In the seminal study of the Bsu riboswitch the aptamer domain and a
terminator hairpin were identified, but no obvious mechanism for
ligand dependent control of terminator formation was found [39]. The
solved structures of the Bsu riboswitch immediately suggested the
classic terminator–antiterminator switching mechanism of riboswitch
transcriptional control, and an antiterminator was identified whose
stem would sequester the 3′-end of the A-rich tail required for forma-
tion of the pseudoknot (Fig. 2C) [45,46]. For the Bsu riboswitch, the
antiterminator is predicted to be significantly less stable than the
) (PDB ID: 2L1V), (C–D) X-ray crystal structure of BsuWT (PDB ID: 3FU2) and (E–F) X-ray
base interactions illustrated using the symbols from Leontis and Westhof notation [87].
d the base of C15 (marked with an asterisk) are missing from the electron density in the
, respectively. (G, H, I) Stick representation of the three layers of the preQ1-I binding pocket
e loop 1 C shown in gray). (H) ‘Binding core’: preQ1–loop 2–loop 3–loop 1 preQ1–C–A–U
bers for TteWT are given in parentheses. For all structures, residues are colored as follows:
binding core, hydrogen is white, nitrogen is blue, oxygen is red, phosphorus is orange, and
g with the first nucleotide in P1; note that this differs by two from the numbering used for

pdb:3FU2
pdb:3K1V
pdb:2L1V
pdb:3Q50
pdb:3GCA
pdb:3Q51
pdb:4JF2
pdb:2MIY
image of Fig.�3
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terminator. NMR studies of a 52 nt RNA construct containing the
aptamer and anti-terminator sequence (but not the terminator) con-
firmed formation of the antiterminator in the absence of preQ1, and
showed that when the antiterminator is present preQ1 addition did
not induce the pseudoknot to form [45]. An 19F NMR study of a selec-
tively labeled full-length transcriptional Fnu riboswitch found that in
the absence of preQ1 the expression platform had a 50:50 distribution
between anti-terminator and terminator, which have comparable sta-
bilities [52]. In this case, addition of preQ1 shifted the equilibrium to
80% terminator. This is in contrast to several other transcriptional
riboswitches, where addition of ligand to the full-length riboswitch
does not cause a response in vitro [53,54].

The structure of the Tte riboswitch bound to preQ0 [47] or preQ1 [48]
also suggested a translational control mechanism, where the 5′ end of
the SD sequence is sequestered as part of P3 (stem 2 of H-type
pseudoknot) of the folded aptamer. However, only the first two residues
of the SD sequence are paired, at the top of P3 (Fig. 3E).

3.3. Comparison to preQ1-I riboswitch preQ0 bound and apo structures

Three structures of the Tte riboswitch have been determined: with
preQ0 bound [49], with preQ1 bound, and the “apo” formwithout ligand
[48]. The preQ0 and preQ1 bound aptamer structures are almost identi-
cal, with an RMSD of 0.578 Å, including the position of the ligands
(Figs. 3H, 4F). Improved affinity (5–10 fold) and selectivity for preQ1

vs preQ0 are apparently conferred by the additional van der Waals or
electrostatic interactions between the exocyclic amine of preQ1 and
the base pair below the preQ1-quartet, at the floor of the binding pocket.

There are only a few structures of ligand-free riboswitch aptamers
[55]. The structure of the Tte translation-regulating riboswitch in the
absence of preQ1 revealed a pre-organized binding pocket with high
similarity to the bound conformation (1.7 Å overall RMSD) [48]. Intrigu-
ingly, loop 2 residue A14 occupies the position of preQ1 in the preQ1-
bound structure where it interacts with A29 (loop 3) and U6 (loop 1),
while loop 2 residue C15, which forms a WC bp with preQ1 in the
preQ1 bound structure, is flipped out (Fig. 4C). The position of A14 in
the binding core disrupts the stacking of the loop 2 bases next to stem
2 (Fig. 4B). The authors propose that this makes the last two residues
of stem 2, A32G33, at the beginning of the Shine–Delgarno (SD)
sequence more accessible to the 16S rRNA of the ribosome.

3.4. Cation interactions in preQ1-I aptamers

Due to the close approach of phosphates from tertiary interactions in
pseudoknots, they are in general stabilized by divalent cations. Many
riboswitch pseudoknots also require divalent cations as a prerequisite
for ligand binding [56–60]. The NMR structure of the Bsu preQ1-I
riboswitch was determined in 50 mM KCl, without added divalent cat-
ions, indicating that the aptamer can fold and bind preQ1 tightly in the
absence of divalent cations. TheNMR study of an Fnu preQ1-I riboswitch
also showed evidence for pseudoknot formation with preQ1 without
Mg2+, but Mg2+ was apparently required for all molecules to fold
[49,61]. In the crystal structures of Bsu WT and Bsu L2var, two to five
Ca2+ are present in different molecules of the asymmetric unit, but
only one, located at the sharp turn in the backbone between U7 and
C8 is shared in common among the crystal forms. A second Ca2+, visible
only in the higher resolution Bsu L2var structure, interacts with the
preQ1 amino methyl group via a Ca2+ hydration water and was
proposed to contribute to ligand binding [46]. To investigate the effect
of Ca2+ on the preQ1-I Bsu aptamer structure, Zhang et al. [50] com-
pared the solution and crystal structures of the preQ1-I Bsu aptamer in
the presence and absence of Ca2+ using NMR order tensor analysis of
RDCs. This analysis indicated that in the presence of Ca2+ the solution
structure of the preQ1 bound Bsu C12,15U riboswitch becomes more
similar to the crystal structure. Analysis of chemical shift changes during
titration of Ca2+ revealed one higher affinity binding Ca2+ with an
apparent Kd of 47 μM located near the tight turn and a second weaker
Ca2+ binding site likely corresponding to the one near the preQ1

methylamine in the Bsu L2var crystal structure [50]. NMR relaxation
studies also showed that loop 1 residues U7 and C8 are dynamic in so-
lution without Ca2+, but that conformational exchange of C8 on the
slow timescale (μs–ms) is completely quenched upon Ca2+ binding
(Fig. 5A) [50].

The crystal structures of preQ1- and preQ0-bound translation-
regulating Tte riboswitches also did not contain any ordered divalent
cations, although MgCl2 was present in the crystallization buffer. In-
stead, they both contain 4 SO4

2− ions, two of which stabilize C16 and
C18 in stem 1 by coordinating to the C amino group. In the apo Tte
preQ1-I riboswitch, one Mg2+ coordinates to N7 of G5 at the top of P1.
Taken together, these results indicate that divalent cations stabilize
but are not required for preQ1 binding in preQ1-I riboswitches.

3.5. PreQ1-I riboswitch folding and dynamics

3.5.1. SAXS and computational studies of folding of the translation-
regulating Tte riboswitch

Given that the solution NMR data indicated that the preQ1-I aptamer
requires preQ1 for pseudoknot formation [45,49], the structure of the
compact apo Tte riboswitch was somewhat surprising (Fig. 4A–C). In
the apo form, A14 rearranges to occupy the preQ1 site, as discussed in
Section 3.3. This rearrangement collapses the “ceiling” of the binding
pocket, increasing the solvent accessibility of the SD sequence nearly
50 Å2, coupled with a 7.6% increase in unit cell volume [48]. The in-
creased exposure of the SDmay explain how the Tte riboswitch can reg-
ulate translation in the absence of preQ1. Wedekind and coworkers [48]
also performed SAXS experiments, which provided evidence that the
compact structure of the apo riboswitch seen in the crystal structure is
also present in solution. However, deviations were observed when the
SAXS scattering profile was compared to the crystallographic coordi-
nates, indicating that in solution there likely exists an ensemble of
‘open’ and ‘closed’ states. Single molecule Förster Resonance Energy
Transfer (smFRET) and computational studies by Suddala et al. [62] on
the Tte riboswitch showed that, consistent with the SAXS data, in the
absence of preQ1 the Tte riboswitch dynamically samples two states: a
mid-FRET state, which is a diverse ensemble of partially folded confor-
mations, and a high-FRET state, which is consistent with the folded
apo Tte structure (Fig. 4A). Molecular dynamics simulations by Banas
et al. [63] of the Tte preQ1-I riboswitch revealed that the relatively
short P2 stem of the apo structure was highly unstable and irreversibly
melted on the μs timescalewhile the P2 stemof the bound structurewas
stable. The stability of P2 appeared to be dependent upon stacking inter-
actions between the terminal U10–A32 bp and L2 residue A13. In the
absence of preQ1, L2 showed conformational plasticity in contrast to
the bound Tte structure, whose L2 conformation remained stable. This
study concluded that loop 2 could act as a sensor for ligand by providing
different stacking arrangements for P2 andmodulating its stability [63].

The Tte apo conformation may allow for faster ligand recognition
by weakly forming the binding pocket, A-minor interactions, and
pseudoknot contacts, allowing preQ1 to quickly enter the binding pock-
et and lock the pseudoknot in place. The ability of the Tte riboswitch to
undergo exchange between a compact partially folded and bound-like
conformation agrees with the notion that transcription-regulating
riboswitches are kinetically controlled whereas translation-regulating
riboswitches are thermodynamically controlled, in which the aptamer
exists in equilibrium between open and closed states that is shifted to
the bound state on binding ligand. It is worth noting that Tte is a ther-
mophilic organism, ideally growing at 75 °C, and the equilibrium
between open and closed states is likely to be shifted toward the former
at that temperature. Suddala et al. [62] tested the temperature depen-
dence of preQ1 binding for the Tte riboswitch, and found that the Kd

was reduced ~60 fold from 25 °C to 60 °C, to 430 nM, in support of
this hypothesis.



Fig. 4. X-ray crystal structures of the apo and preQ0 bound Tte preQ1-I riboswitch. (A–C) Apo Tte WT: (A) Schematic of secondary structures and base interactions at and above preQ1

binding pocket. (B) Stick representation of structure of the regions shown in (A). (C) The loop 2–loop 3–loop 1 A14–A29–U6 base triple formed in the apo structure, where A14 replaces
preQ0 or preQ1 in the binding core. C15 is flipped out of the binding pocket. (D–F) Tte WT with preQ0: (D) Schematic of secondary structure at and above preQ1 binding pocket.
(E) Superposition of the apo and preQ0 bound structures, to highlight the similarities and differences. (F) The preQ0–loop 2–loop 3–loop 1 preQ0–C15–A29–U6 quartet.
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3.5.2. Biophysical studies of folding of transcription-regulating riboswitches
Given the very small size of the aptamer, the preQ1-I riboswitch

posed a challenge in understanding how it could function within
the timeframe of transcription. Early NMR studies and SAXS data
[45,48,49] suggested that unlike the Tte translation-regulating riboswitch,
the transcription-regulating Bsu and Fnu riboswitches do not form the
pseudoknot in the absence of ligand. In the NMR construct of the Bsu
riboswitch, the two additional Gs at the 5′ end of the Bsu NMR result in
the formation of a more stable alternate P1A helix in the absence of
preQ1 (Fig. 5B). This hairpin occludes U6 and C17 that participate in the
binding core, preventing formation of the ligand binding pocket. In the
full-length riboswitch, P0, located 0–2 nt upstream from P1, may act to
prevent incorrect (P1A) hairpin formation during co-transcriptional
Fig. 5. Schematic of preQ1-I riboswitch folding pathway. (A) (i) The Bsu riboswitch initially fo
divalent cations, dynamically samples a variety of conformations (illustrated in gray), some o
into the P1 minor groove. L1 and L2 show dynamics on the μs–ms and ps–ns timescales, resp
retaining L2 motions. (B) Alternate P1A hairpin observed in Bsu NMR construct as a result of
with the P2 site in the P1 loop gives rise to dimers. (D) Effect of Bsu loop mutagenesis on ap
than WT, − no detectable binding. Multiple mutations or mutations to L3 are inset. Mutations
folding (Fig. 2C). For the Fnu riboswitch, Micura and coworkers [64]
showed that the riboswitch aptamer forms a dimer at a palindromic se-
quence within the apical loop overlapping with the P2 site, preventing
pseudoknot formation (Fig. 5C). This dimer, which is unlikely to be rele-
vant in vivo,would explain the relatively large radius of gyration observed
in the SAXS data [48]. By using a constructwith a base pair substitution in
P2 to prevent dimer formation, the authors found NMR evidence that
stem2of the pseudoknot could form in the absence of ligand in a temper-
ature and/or Mg2+ dependent fashion [64]. This mutant Fnu riboswitch
that reduced dimerization had a two-fold higher observed Kd [49],
although it should be noted that this mutation swapped an A–U bp in
P2 to a G–C bp thereby increasing the thermostability of P2, which may
explain the observed prevalence of pseudoknot formed in the absence
lds into a hairpin followed by a flexible ssRNA tail. (ii) The ssRNA tail, in the presence of
f which bring L3 close to P1. (iii) On addition of preQ1, the P2 stem forms and L3 docks
ectively (open arrows). (iv) Divalent cations bind to L1, quenching local flexibility while
additional 5′ GG residues. (C) A palindromic sequence commonly observed overlapping
parent preQ1 binding. +++ better than WT, ++ equivalent to WT, + and +/− worse
in Bsu L2var are shown in gray.
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of preQ1 (relative to WT) and the modest improvement in binding
affinity. Additional fluorescence studies on the FnuWT at low concentra-
tions showed that the on-rate for preQ1-binding in the Fnu riboswitch
was extremely fast compared to other transcription-regulating
riboswitches [52].

The WT Bsu riboswitch was also observed to form dimers by NMR
and electrophoretic mobility shift assays, similar to the Fnu riboswitch
[62,65] (Fig. 5C). The Bsu C12,15U construct used to solve the NMR so-
lution structure, which disrupts the palindromic sequence and prevents
dimer formation, had better NMR spectra and required less preQ1 to sat-
urate binding than the WT sequence [45] (Fig. 5D). Kang et al. made
multiple substitutions to L2 for their NMR study (Fig. 5D). Analysis of
their results on preQ1 binding reveals thatmutations thatwould disrupt
dimer formation improved the apparent binding affinity for preQ1, as
judged by NMR titrations (Fig. 5D). The ability to modify L2 with no
apparent loss in preQ1 recognition is consistent with its low sequence
conservation, indicating that the sequence identity is not important
but rather its length and flexibility, as discussed below. Unlike the
Fnu riboswitch, the NMR studies of the Bsu riboswitch showed no sign
of pseudoknot formation in the absence of preQ1 even in the Bsu
C12,15U construct that does not form dimers [45,65]. However, smFRET
studies by Walter and co-workers [62] showed that in the presence of
Mg2+, the Bsu WT riboswitch adopts a compact conformation in the
absence of preQ1. Although the absence of divalent cations could con-
tribute partially to the unfolded conformation observed in the NMR
study, it is also likely that the alternate P1A hairpin would prevent sta-
ble pseudoknot formation, as discussed above. The smFRET studies also
provided evidence that the Bsu riboswitch transiently forms a compact
conformation that brings the 3′ ssRNA tail close to the P1 apical loop at
primarily b100 ms timescales. An additional explanation for the dis-
crepancy between smFRET and NMR data is that the timescale of the
transition between unfolded and partially folded conformations occurs
outside the window of detection by NMR. For example, transient,
lowly populated interactions of the 3′ tail with the P1 stem on the μs
to low ms timescales would be invisible by NMR. A combined NMR
and computational study on the Bsu preQ1-I riboswitch 12 nt 3′ tail
revealed that the A-rich tail contains a surprising degree of order,
adopting an A-form-like conformation on average [65]. This partial
orderingmay facilitate rapid ligand recognition by reducing the confor-
mational entropy of the single strand, docking the tail into the P1minor
groove on preQ1 capture.

Comparing the smFRET studies of the Tte and Bsu riboswitch,Walter
and coworkers [62] found that the Tte riboswitch exhibits much slower
“switching” than the Bsu riboswitch. To obtain insights into the folding
and ligand-binding pathway, Gō model molecular dynamics simula-
tions were performed for both riboswitches. An earlier computational
study posited that the Bsu aptamer folded in a concerted manner,
with the P1 stem forming first, followed by A-minor interactions,
preQ1 recognition, and P2 formation occurring nearly concomitantly
[66]. In contrast, the Tte riboswitch appears to have significantly differ-
ent folding behavior: P1 forms first, quickly followed by preQ1 binding,
with A-minor interactions and P2 formation happening much later in
the simulation [62]. It should be noted that Gō model simulations
begin with an extended RNA chain and bias the simulation toward the
fully folded state bound to ligand; therefore, it is unlikely that the exper-
imentally determined apo structure will be observed under such condi-
tions. Similar results were obtained from an independent
computational study by Gong et al. [67] using high-temperature
unfolding simulations of the Tte and Bsu aptamers.

Zhang et al. [50] investigated the flexibility of loops 1 and 2 of preQ1-
bound Bsu C12,15U using NMR 13C relaxation dispersion studies. U12,
U13, and U15 are highly flexible, consistent with their extruded confor-
mation,while A14, A16, and C17, which are stacked on each other in the
minor groove of P2, have limitedmobility. In the crystal structures of the
Bsu riboswitch, L2 nts C12, U13 and the base of C15 in BsuWT andmost
of L2 (U13–A16) in Bsu L2var had missing electron density, providing
independent evidence for flexibility of L2 [46]. While L2 was found to
have fast motions occurring on the ps–ns timescale, L1 residues U7,
C8, and U9 have slower motions on the μs–ms timescale. Interestingly,
C8 motions are quenched on addition of Ca2+ with concomitant chang-
es to the L1 conformation, as described above in Section 3.4. The authors
conclude that L1, aided by divalent cations, effectively functions as a ‘lid’
to block preQ1 exit upon ligand capture.

Together, these data paint a picture of the pathway of preQ1 recogni-
tion (Fig. 5A). By modulating variables peripheral to the binding core
such as the length of L2, the thermostability of P2, and the degree of
order in loop 3 to allow rapid docking on ligand recognition, the
preQ1-I riboswitch can tune its responsiveness to intracellular condi-
tions. Variations in loop 2 sequence and length can modulate preQ1

binding affinity and pseudoknot stability while the loop 3 sequence
may influence kinetics of ligand recognition [62,65]. Taken together,
these studies suggest a generalmechanismof ligand regulationwherein
preQ1-I riboswitches utilize a dynamic loop 2 and unstable P2 stem to
prevent premature pseudoknot formation and loop 1 (with aid of
divalent cations) to block preQ1 exit on capture.

3.5.3. Computational model studies
The small size of theminimal riboswitch aptamer (34 nt) lends itself

well to computational studies as a model system for investigating the
impact of small molecules on RNA stability. In one molecular dynamics
study, Denning et al. [68] found that in the presence of the osmolyte
trimethylamine N-oxide (TMAO) the bound Bsu crystal structure be-
comes destabilized due to dehydration of the phosphate backbone
caused by interactions between the backbone and a protonated form
of TMAO. In another molecular dynamics study, Yoon et al. [69] exam-
ined the mechanism of urea-induced denaturation of nucleic acids
using the bound Bsu NMR structure and found that the two-step dena-
turation mechanism is the opposite of urea-induced unfolding of
proteins.

4. The preQ1-II riboswitch

4.1. Structures of preQ1-II riboswitches

The aptamer domain of preQ1-II riboswitches is much larger (56 nt)
than that of preQ1-I riboswitches (34 nt). All preQ1-II riboswitches iden-
tified to date regulate translation and contain a SD sequence at their 3′
end (Fig. 2D) [40,42]. Formation of a pseudoknot by this riboswitch
was easily predicted based on the high conservation of pyrimidine res-
idues complementary to the SD sequence on the 3′ side of the loop of
the stem 1 (P2) hairpin (Fig. 2B). The preQ1-II riboswitch also contains
a highly conserved unpaired C above the top of P1 that was hypothe-
sized to form a WC bp to preQ1 [42]. Although a C-to-U substitution
reduced the binding affinity by two orders of magnitude, the ligand
specificity did not change to favor adenine analogs as often occurs
with purine riboswitches, suggesting that the preQ1-II riboswitch does
not form a canonical WC bp with ligand.

Two structures of preQ1-II riboswitches have been determined, an
X-ray crystal structure from Lactobacillus rhamnosus (Lra) containing
75 nt (Lra WT′) [43] and subsequently an NMR solution structure
from Streptococcus pneumoniae (Spn) containing 59 nt (Spn WT) [44].
The LraWT′ includes the hairpin preceding the folded aptamer domain,
which by published convention is called P1, so for these riboswitches
stem 1 is called P2 and stem 2 is called P3 (Fig. 6). In the crystal struc-
ture, P1 stacks on the bottom of P2 but does not contribute to ligand
binding. Excluding the single strand residues at the 5′ and/or 3′ ends,
both aptamer domains are 56 nt long, but have different sequences.

The preQ1-II riboswitches form an unusual H-type pseudoknot with
a hairpin embedded in loop 3, which is classified as HLout [70]. The
pseudoknot has an 8–9 bp stem 1 (P2) and 6 bp stem 2 (P3). Loop 1 is
5 nt, loop 2 is a single nt, and loop 3 is 19–22 nt, including the embedded
hairpin (P4) of 4 bp capped by a tetraloop (Fig. 6A, C). Although both the
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preQ1-I and preQ1-II riboswitch aptamers formpseudoknots, their over-
all architecture and mode of sequence recognition are very different
(Figs. 6 and 7). Loop 1 (J2–3) interacts in the major groove of stem 1
(P2), with the first C forming a non-canonical bp with preQ1 and the
next two Us interacting with the two A–U bps at the bottom of stem 2
to form two U–A–U triples. This triple helical region is similar to that
seen in the human telomerase RNA pseudoknot [71]. Since the SD se-
quence AAGGAGA forms one strand of stem 2 (P3), the two Us from
loop 1 and two Us from stem 2 form a ‘U-trap’ [72] that sequesters the
SD sequence and stabilizes the preQ1 binding pocket (Fig. 6A, C). This
explains the highly conserved Us on either side of the stem 1 hairpin
loop in the preQ1-II riboswitch (Fig. 2B). As in the preQ1-I riboswitches,
preQ1 inserts at the junction between stem 1 and stem 2 and forms a
base pair with loop 2, but in this case loop 2 is a single U nt, rather
than the unusually long loop 2 in preQ1-I riboswitches. Themost unusu-
al feature of the preQ1-II pseudoknot is the long loop 3 with its embed-
ded P4 hairpin. The single strand nucleotides 5′ to P4 in J2–4 (7 nts in
Spn and 4 nts in Lra) do not interact with the minor groove as in the
preQ1-I and almost all other H-type pseudoknots, but rather span across
themajor groovewithout any contact to the bases of stem1 (Fig. 8C–D).
P4 is extended by twonts on each side (extended P4) and forms a three-
way junction with stem 1 and stem 2 (Fig. 6A, C). Adenines on either
side of the extended P4 form interactions in the binding pocket.

A major difference in the solved structures of the Spn WT and Lra
WT′ preQ1-II riboswitches is the position of P4 (Fig. 6B, D). In the crystal
structure of LraWT′, P4 is bent at a 98° angle relative to the rigid P2–P3
stem, while in the lowest energy NMR structure of SpnWT P4 is bent at
a 77° angle relative to the P2–P3 stem. However, NMR dynamics mea-
surements [44] and FRET studies [73] indicate that the position of P4
in the Spn riboswitch in solution is dynamic (Fig. 6E), as discussed in
Section 4.3. Most preQ1-II riboswitches have 7 bps in P2 and 9 or
more nts in J2–4. The Lra riboswitches are an exception, with a longer
8–9 bp P2 and shorter 6–7 nt J2–4 [40]. The differences in the lengths
of P2 and J2–4 between LraWT′ and SpnWTmight result in the different
position of P4 in the crystal and NMR structures, but it is also possible
that in solution P4 of Lra WT′ is dynamic. P4 has been proposed to play
a major role in how the riboswitch regulates translation, preventing sta-
ble formation of the pseudoknot in the absence of preQ1 [44,73], as
discussed in Section 4.3.

4.1.1. The preQ1-II binding pocket
PreQ1 is stabilized in the binding pocket (Fig. 7F) by hydrogen bond

and van der Waals interactions that form a base quartet in the binding
core (Figs. 6F, 7D), a base quartet above (Fig. 7 E), and a base pair
below preQ1 (Fig. 7F). In the binding core, specificity for preQ1 is
achieved from hydrogen bonding to a C residue from loop 1 (C8 in
Spn, C30 in Lra) and the U residue that comprises loop 2 (U19 in Spn,
U41 in Lra) and by van der Waals interactions to the last residue of
loop 3 which is an A (A50 in Spn, A70 in Lra) (Fig. 7D). Although
preQ1 is also recognized by C, A, and U residues from each of the three
loops in the preQ1-I riboswitches, the C and U are on different loops
and the interactions of all three nucleotides differ between the two clas-
ses (Fig. 7A, D). The C-preQ1 interaction is an unusual transWC/WC bp,
in contrast to the cis WC/WC bp of the C-preQ1 interaction in preQ1-I
riboswitch (Fig. 7A, D). The loop 2 U has 3 hydrogen bonds to the
‘sugar’ edge of preQ1 (N2H, N3, and N9H). The interaction of preQ1

with the loop 3 A (A50 in Spn) is unusual in that specificity is achieved
by van derWaals contacts rather than hydrogen bonds; the loop 3 A has
a single hydrogen bond to the loop 2 U 2′OH, but its base and ribose C1′
H1′ and 2′O pack tightly along the N9H–C8H-methylene edge of preQ1

(Figs. 6F, 7D). The van derWaals interactions between the preQ1 exocy-
clic methylene group and A50 2′O explain the N100 fold lower binding
affinity for 7-carboxamide-7-deazaguanine, which has a carbonyl group
at that position [42]. In contrast, there is almost no decrease in binding
affinity to the preQ1-I riboswitch, where the preQ1 methylene
group does not have any specific interactions with the neighboring
residues and there is enough room to accommodate a carbonyl group
(Fig. 7A, C, D, F).

The bottom of the binding pocket, below the preQ1 binding core, is a
G–C bp in Spn and an A–G bp in Lra located at the top of stem 1. Unlike
the case for the preQ1-I riboswitch, there is no specific interaction be-
tween the preQ1 exocyclic amine group and the bottom of the binding
pocket, perhaps explaining the observed sequence variability. Instead
of pointing down toward the base pair below, the exocyclic methyl-
amine points up, with possible interactions with O2 of U9 or the phos-
phate backbone of A51 (Fig. 7C, F). Above the preQ1 binding core,
there are two loop 1-stem 2 U–A–U triples that stabilize the binding
pocket. The bottom triple, which forms the top of the binding pocket,
has an additional interaction with a loop 3 A (A35 in Spn, A55 in Lra)
to form a loop 1-stem 2-loop 3 U–A–U–A base quartet (Fig. 7E). This A
is at the 5′ end of the extended P4 helix and forms an A-minor interac-
tion with the stem 2 A 2′OH (A51 in Spn, A71 in Lra). The extended P4
positions the adenines at either end (A35 and A50 in Spn) to interact
with the top and core of the binding pocket (Fig. 7E, F) by a rotation of
the P4 helix about its axis (Fig. 6E). One of the most significant differ-
ences between the preQ1-I and preQ1-II binding pockets is that for the
former preQ1 enters from the major groove side, with only its exocyclic
amine exposed to solvent, while for the latter preQ1 enters from the
minor groove side (Figs. 7 and 8).

4.2. Cation interactions in the preQ1-II aptamers

Unlike the preQ1-I riboswitch, the preQ1-II riboswitch requires diva-
lent cations for high affinity binding [43,44]. TheNMR solution structure
of SpnWTwas solved in the presence of Ca2+ and the crystal structure
of LraWT contained bothMg2+ and Cs+. In the LraWT crystal structure,
twoMg2+ are bound to the backbone of the G at the top of P2 and the C
in loop 1 that recognizes preQ1, in the three-way junction between
stems P2, P3, and P4. Several Cs+ and one Mg2+ are located in J2–4,
the P4 stem, and at the bottom of P2, potentially stabilizing J2–4:P2
and J2–4:P4 interactions. ITC measurements indicated that addition of
Mg2+ or Ca2+ increases the binding affinity of preQ1 by 100-fold [44].
Based on chemical shift changes of residues near the binding pocket
when Ca2+ was added in the presence of preQ1, the authors propose
that divalent cations stabilize the base triples and the position of A35
and A50 in the binding pocket. A smaller divalent cation effect for
preQ1 binding (4 fold)was observed for the Lra riboswitch [43], possibly
due to its shorter J2–4.

The effect of divalent cations on the apo Spn riboswitch was also
investigated using FRET, and the authors concluded that they stabilize
formation of P3 in the pseudoknot [73]. NMR studies, which can give
residue-specific interactions, indicate that in the absence of preQ1 diva-
lent cations only stabilize formation of the top half of P3 and not the
base triples at and above the binding pocket [44].

4.3. PreQ1-II riboswitch folding and dynamics

The preQ1-II riboswitch is less well-characterized than the preQ1-I
riboswitch, despite being discovered around the same time. Micura
and coworkers [73] performed SHAPE experiments over a range of tem-
peratures to determine residue-specific melting of the Spn preQ1-II
riboswitch in the free and preQ1-bound states. The authors found that
in all cases J2–4 had a high degree of reactivity relative to helical ele-
ments, indicating flexibility within this loop. NMR 13C spin relaxation
measurements independently determined that this loopwas highly dy-
namic [44]. smFRET studies showed that, similar to what was observed
for the preQ1-I riboswitch, formation of the pseudoknot in the absence
of preQ1 is Mg2+-dependent for the Spn riboswitch. Deletion of the P4
stem in loop 3 (residues 38–48) slightly increased the stability of stem
2 in the absence of ligand and decreased the binding affinity for preQ1

~10-fold. Interestingly, the lifetime of the high-FRET state (where
stem 2 was formed) was significantly shorter than the WT construct,



Fig. 6. Structures of preQ1-II riboswitches. (A–B) Solution NMR structure of SpnWT (PDB ID: 2MIY), (C–D)X-ray crystal structure of LraWT′ (PDB ID: 4JF2). (A, C) Schematics of secondary
structures and base interactions. (B, D) Stick representation of three-dimensional structures. Mg2+ and Cs+ are depicted as green and purple spheres, respectively. (E) Schematic illustrat-
ing the secondary structure of the Spn riboswitch in the absence of preQ1 and the divalent cation and preQ1 induced folding. The curved arrow above P4 indicates the rotation of P4
required to position the two As (dark and light green bars) in the binding pocket. The gray P4 hairpins illustrate that the position of P4 is dynamic. (F) Stick representations of interactions
of preQ1 in the binding core showing the preQ1–loop 1–loop 2–loop 3 preQ1–C–U–A quartet from Lra WT′. For all structures, residues are colored as follows: P2 (red), P3 (dark blue),
L1 (orange), L2 (gold), L3 (green, with P4 hairpin insert in purple), and preQ1 (magenta). Note that P2 is stem 1 and P3 is stem 2 in standard H-type pseudoknot nomenclature.
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particularly in the presence of preQ1, suggesting that although P4 dele-
tion stabilizes the pseudoknot it reduces the ability of the riboswitch to
stably bind preQ1 [73]. Further, the P4 helix appears to have a high de-
gree of flexibility even in the preQ1-bound state. smFRET experiments
with fluorophores placed at L1 and P4 in the WT construct showed
that thepreQ1-bound structure falls approximately equally into twodis-
tributions: one inwhich the P4 helix is at an intermediate distance from
L1 and one in which P4 is far from L1.

The NMR study of the Spn riboswitch by Kang et al. [44] indicated
that P2 and P4 form in the absence of preQ1 and Ca2+ (Fig. 6E). As
discussed in Section 4.2, in the presence of Ca2+, NMR spectra of apo
SpnWT show imino proton resonances for the top part of P3 (3 bp), in-
dicating that the pseudoknot is partially formed in agreement with
smFRET data [73]. Deletion of the P4 stem (residues 36–49) (Spn ΔP4)
results in a reduction in binding affinity as measured by ITC similar to
that observed in the smFRET study. Examination of imino proton spec-
tra of apo Spn ΔP4 with Ca2+ showed that the P3 stem is significantly
stabilized in the absence of preQ1, with five of the six base pairs ob-
served. Analyses of NMR RDC measurements and 13C spin relaxation
measurements are also consistent with the P4 dynamics observed in
the smFRET study, revealing positional flexibility in P4 relative to a
rigid P2–P3 (stem 1–stem 2) stem, corresponding to a 35° cone angle
of motion about the P4 helical axis. This large motional amplitude
would explain the ~20° difference observed in the P2–P4 inter-helical
bend angle between Lra and Spn structures.

Taken together, the smFRET andNMRstudies indicate that removing
P4 reduces the range of motions accessible to loop 3, thereby increasing
the likelihood to form the stem 2 of the pseudoknot. The P4 hairpin is a
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Fig. 7.ThepreQ1 bindingpocket for preQ1-I and preQ1-II riboswitch aptamers. (A–C)PreQ1-I structures of BsuWTX-ray (A) and Bsu (C12,15U)NMR (B–C) and (D–F) preQ1-II structures of
LraWT′ crystal (D) and SpnWT NMR (E–F), comparing the preQ1-1 and preQ1-II binding cores (A,D), ceiling of the binding pockets (B,E), and binding pockets (C,F). (A,D) Sphere repre-
sentation of Bsu WT preQ1–loop 2–loop 3–loop 1 preQ1–C–A–U quartet (A) and Lra WT′ preQ1–loop 1–loop 2–loop 3 preQ1–C–U–A quartet (D), illustrating hydrogen bond and van der
Waals interactions, especially between A50–preQ1 and A50–U19. The corresponding residue numbers for SpnWT are given in parentheses. The exocyclic methylamine projects from the
major groove in preQ1-I and from theminor groove in preQ1-II riboswitches. (B,E) Overlay of Bsu loop 2–stem 2 A–G–C triple on preQ1–C–A–U quartet (B) and Spn loop 1–stem 2–loop 3
U–A–U–A quartet on preQ1-C–U–A quartet (E). PreQ1 quartets are gray. (C,F) Stick representations of the three layers of binding pocket fromBsu (C) and Spn (F) NMR structures,with G–C
bp below, preQ1 binding core, and base triple or quartet above. The exocyclic amine protons point down toward the G–C pair below and have van derWaals contactwith O6 and N7 of G5
(C), and point up toward the base quartet above, with possible interactions with O2 of U9 or phosphate backbone of A51 (F).
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special feature of preQ1-II riboswitch and was proposed to play a dual
role by Kang et al. [44] based on the experiments described above as
well as NMR and ITC data on A35 and A50 substitutions. In the presence
of preQ1 and divalent cations (Section 4.2), P4 positions the adenines at
the 5′ and 3′ ends of P4 (A35 and A50 in Spn) to interact with the top
and core of the binding pocket (Figs. 6F, 7E, F). Thus, the extended P4
helix acts as a ‘screw’ cap, positioningA35 andA50 in thebindingpocket
and blocking off ligand exit from that side. In the absence of preQ1, P4
destabilizes P3 therefore hindering pseudoknot formation.
Fig. 8. Comparison of preQ1-II vs preQ1-I riboswitch structures. Sphere representation of (A,B
(A, C), respectively. Loop 3 (green) lies along theminor groove in preQ1-I aptamers (A)while sh
(B). The exocyclic amine group of preQ1 projects out from the major groove of preQ1-I aptame
5. Applications

5.1. Translational control via −1 frameshifting

Riboswitches hold great potential in a number of biotechnology
applications due to their ability to regulate gene expression in cis
upon addition of a cognate ligand [74,75]. To date, preQ1 riboswitches
have only been used in one such application. Yu et al. [76] took advan-
tage of the pseudoknot structure of the bound preQ1-I aptamer to
) preQ1-I Bsu (C12,15U) and (C,D) preQ1-II Spn WT. (B, D) are the 180 degree rotation of
ows that loop 3 does not insert in a groove but spans themajor groove in preQ1-II aptamers
rs (A) and from the minor groove of preQ1-II aptamers.

image of Fig.�7
image of Fig.�8
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induce −1 ribosomal frameshifting in an in vitro translation assay. In
the absence of preQ1, the transcription-regulating Bsu and Fnu aptamers
had near-zero −1 frameshifting whereas the Tte aptamer had 3.5%
frameshifting at 28°. These results are consistentwith SAXS and crystal-
lography data supporting a pre-folded conformation for the apo Tte
aptamer, and solution and NMR data that show that the apo Bsu and
Fnu aptamers only transiently sample a partially pre-folded state. In ad-
dition, the Fnu aptamer was the most responsive to preQ1, although the
level of −1 frameshifting only reached a maximum of 20% even in the
presence of 200 μM preQ1. Replacement of the A–U bps in P1 with
G–C bps in the Fnu aptamer increased −1 frameshifting to 39% when
preQ1 was present. Yu et al. also found that the EC50 for this modified
Fnu aptamer for preQ1 was 180 nM. Although the Kd for this construct
has not been measured, the most similar construct (Fnu WT aptamer)
has a reported Kd of 283 nM [52], indicating that this riboswitch
operates under thermodynamic control when regulating translation.

5.2. Antibacterial targeting

The prevalence of riboswitches in bacteria makes them attractive
targets for antibacterial drug development [77–79]. Riboswitches have
already been implemented with some success using ligand mimetics
[80–82]. PreQ1 riboswitches are especially promising as antibiotic
targets since preQ1 is only synthesized in bacteria, preQ1 riboswitches
are therefore only present in bacteria, and Q plays an important role in
biology and disease. For example, Q availability is a determinant of viru-
lence for S. flexneri [30–33], and the preQ1-II riboswitch is found in sev-
eral virulent Streptococcal strains [42]. By developing 7-deazaguanine
derivatives to act as preQ1 mimetics, it may be possible to target these
latter virulent bacteria.

5.3. Biofuels

Engineering riboswitches for control of protein pathways is being
pursued in applications for renewable energy and biofuels due to their
ability to perform inducible gene expression. Riboswitches have also
been proposed for use in biofuel cells as logic gates [83]. Cyanobacteria
are an ideal system for manufacturing biofuels due to their ability to
convert light into chemical energy and produce oxygen through oxy-
genic photosynthesis [84,85]. The synthetic theophylline aptamer has
already been used with some success to regulate protein expression in
cyanobacteria [86]. PreQ1-I is advantageous in biofuel applications due
to its small size and ability to regulate at either the transcription or
translation level. By taking advantage of the principles governing
preQ1 recognition as well as pseudoknot folding and stability learned
from the above studies, the preQ1 riboswitches can be engineered to
attenuate preQ1 responsiveness in biofuel production.

6. Summary

The existence of multiple regulatory mechanisms for Q synthesis
indicates its importance in cell fitness. The different structures and
dynamics of the preQ1-I and preQ1-II riboswitches have provided new
insights into how RNA can harness control of gene expression using
differing modes of recognition of the same ligand. Despite the fact that
both classes of preQ1 riboswitch fold into H-type pseudoknots with
preQ1 at the junction between the two stems, the determinants of
ligand specificity, orientation of preQ1 in the binding pocket, and pre-
dicted pathways for ligand capture are very different. The wealth of
structural and dynamic information within the two classes, described
in this review, has provided insights into how ligand responsiveness
can be fine-tuned by altering sequences peripheral to the binding
pocket to modulate the binding kinetics and stability of the bound
conformation. For example, in the preQ1-I riboswitch, variations in the
loop 2 sequence and length can modulate preQ1 binding affinity and
pseudoknot stability while the loop 3 sequence may influence kinetics
of ligand recognition. In the preQ1-I riboswitch the dynamic loop 2 and
unstable P2 help to prevent premature pseudoknot formation and loop
1 (with aid of divalent cations) helps block preQ1 exit, while in the
preQ1-II riboswitch the embedded P4 in loop 3 helps to both prevent pre-
mature pseudoknot formation and function as a ‘screw’ cap to block li-
gand exit, although the mechanisms are likely more complex. Although
folding and kinetics studies have been reported for the ligand recognition
mechanism, no kinetics have yet been measured in the context of tran-
scription or translation control, which will be important for a complete
understanding of regulation of gene expression by these riboswitches.
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